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Librarians as Critical Infrastructure in Data Ecosystems
Abstract
Across the US and around the world, a growing number of public sector, educational, and nonprofit
organizations have been sharing data with one another. These organizations hope to increase transparency,
enhance efficiency and service quality, improve communities, encourage public participation, develop new
knowledge, and foster civic innovation. While there are many success stories around data sharing, there is a
growing awareness that the act of publishing data will not always result in community impact. Data
intermediaries are often needed to help people extract value from data, and to help producers make good
decisions about what and how they publish.
In Pittsburgh, our local civic data ecosystem is unique in that both public and academic librarians are actively
involved as data intermediaries, and they work in close collaboration with other intermediaries, data
publishers and users in a variety of ways. Librarians play a number of roles, including helping people discover
information, building data literacy and technical skills, providing technical assistance in data management and
documentation, creating feedback mechanisms to publishers, convening and hosting events, and connecting
data users.
Our experience shows that libraries and librarians should be key actors in the continuing development of data
ecosystems and act as core data intermediaries; their expertise adds value to a wide range of issues that affect
both data publishers and users. In this talk, I will share insights gained through the Civic Switchboard project,
which aims to develop the capacity of libraries in civic data ecosystems.
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Examples of Data Management 
Partnerships
Metadata Consultation
Re-enactment
Data Management Plans
Data Archiving and Preservation
Privacy Advice
Context for Data with Guides or ReadMe
Library as Publisher
Examples of Community Engagement 
Partnerships
Cultivating an Ecosystem
Facilitate Community Conversations
User Engagement and Feedback
Data User Group Meeting 
Civic User Testing
Provide a Home for Community Events
Celebrate Data through a Data Day
Establish publishing priorities
Data Literacy Training
Data Skills Training
● NNIP Microsoft Trainings
● Data/Library Carpentry
● Data SF
● Civic Data Ambassadors
● Individual workshops 
Technical Assistance
Promotion - Social Media, Newsletter, 
Events Calendar, Flyers, Etc.
Storytelling
Librarians Give Great Advice
Civic Switchboard
(Just enough about)
The Civic Switchboard Project
Our Pittsburgh experience: libraries and library workers should be key actors in 
civic open data ecosystems and act as core data intermediaries
Conviction 1: Cultivating a healthy local civic data ecosystem depends upon the 
coordinated efforts of a variety of data intermediaries. Intermediaries need to work 
together; library involvement can include both academic and public libraries
Conviction 2: No single model can be made to fit every city or region. Modelling at 
the national level must be done by capturing a wide variety of successful local 
practices. 
(Just enough about)
The Civic Switchboard Project
Project Website + Blog + Community of Practice
https://civic-switchboard.github.io/
Civic Switchboard Guide and Toolkit
https://civic-switchboard.gitbooks.io/guide/
2018 Workshops: Before NNIP and DLF
2019 Field Awards
Thank You!
Check-out Civic Switchboard, and 
find a friend at your library.
